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WHAT IS HAPPENING?
Giving Advice
RESUMEN

En esta presentación se muestran diversas formas de dar recomendaciones y sugerencias a problemáticas sencillas utilizando vocabulario propio para dichas situaciones.

**Palabras clave:** recomendaciones, sugerencias, problemáticas, situaciones.
ABSTRACT

The aim of this presentation is to show different ways to give advice to different simple problems using appropriate vocabulary to make the suggestions.

Key words: give advice, problems, surge, stations
Giving advice in English sometimes can seem difficult but there are several ways to do it. So, how do we choose which one to use? Find out with these five simple ways to give advice in English.
Take into account the following words:

• You **should** ... shouldn´t
• You **must**... **mustn’t**
• You **have to** ... haven’t to
Problem:

I have a toothache
The modal verb **should** is used for advice in the present. The structure is as follows:

**You should** take a pill

**You shouldn’t** eat hard candies
We often use **must** for more personal opinions about what it is necessary to do.

**You must visit the dentist.**
Have to is used for what somebody in authority has said it is necessary to do.

• You have to take your medicine in order to get better.
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